Abstract. We show that if is the fundamental group of a 4-dimensional infrasolvmanifold then 2 Ä def. / Ä 0, and give examples realizing each value allowed by our constraints, for each possible value of the rank of = 0 . We also consider the abstract commensurators of such groups. Finally, we show that if
Introduction
In this note we consider the group-theoretic notion of deficiency in two rather different contexts: estimating the deficiencies of the fundamental groups of 4-dimensional infrasolvmanifolds, and in connection with the abstract commensurator of a group.
It is well known that most fundamental groups of closed 3-manifolds (those without free factors) have deficiency 0. Every finitely presentable group is the fundamental group of a closed orientable 4-manifold, and so no such general result can be expected in dimension 4 (or higher). The class of 4-dimensional infrasolvmanifolds is of interest in a variety of contexts, and such manifolds M may be characterized topologically by the conditions .M / D 0 and D 1 .M / is virtually poly-Z of Hirsch length 4. (See [6, Theorem 8.1] .) Since M is aspherical, is also torsion-free. Section 1 gives the notation used later. In Section 2 there are a number of simple lemmas which enable us to estimate deficiencies. Our main results on 4-dimensional infrasolvmanifold groups are in Section 3. We show that 2 Ä def. / Ä 0, determine def. / whenˇDˇ1. I Q/ 3, and give examples realizing each of the three possibilities in the other cases. (WhenˇD 1 or 2 finding the precise value may involve determining conjugacy in GL.k; Z/ for k D 2 or 3, which leads to issues of ideal classes in orders of quadratic or cubic number fields. We will not pursue this.) We also give some simple estimates for poly-Z groups of Hirsch length n > 4. In Section 4 we consider the abstract commensurators of these groups. When is nilpotent the abstract commensurator is the automor-phism group of the rational Mal'cev completion of ; the other poly-Z groups of Hirsch length Ä 4 are either virtually semidirect products Z n 1 Ì Z (with n D 3 or 4) or are virtually central extensions of such groups, and related ideas apply to these.
In the final section we show that if G is finitely generated, then the kernel K G of the natural homomorphism from G to its abstract commensurator is locally nilpotent by locally finite, and that if G is finitely presentable and has deficiency 1, then either K G is finite or G is commensurable with Z F .2/ or Z 2 .
Notation and terminology
Let R be a ring and Rƒ D ROEt; t 1 . (When R D Z, we write ƒ instead of Zƒ.) Let U.n; R/ be the subgroup of SL.n; R/ consisting of upper triangular matrices with all diagonal entries 1. (This notation is from [13] .)
If S is a subset of a group G, let hhS ii G be the normal closure of S in G. Let G 0 , G and p G be the commutator subgroup, centre and Hirsch-Plotkin radical (maximal locally-nilpotent, normal subgroup) of G, respectively. If H is a subgroup of G, let C G .H / be the centralizer of H in G. Let F .r/ be the free group of rank r. We shall say that G is s-generated if there is an epimorphism from F .s/ onto G, i.e., if it can be generated by s elements.
A PD n -group G is a Poincaré duality group of formal dimension n. Thus the augmentation ZOEG-module has a finite projective resolution of length n, while H i .GI ZOEG/ D 0 for i < n and H n .GI ZOEG/ is infinite cyclic. (See [2, Chapter III].) Such a group is orientable over a ring R if H n .GI R/ Š R. If G is a PD n -group with orientation character w W G ! Z and M is a right ROEG-module, then M is the left module with structure g:m D w.g/mg 1 , for g 2 and m 2 M . If R D Z or is a field, thenˇi .GI R/ is the rank of the R-module H i .GI R/.
Let G 1 D Z 3 ; G 2 ; G 3 , G 4 , G 5 and G 6 and B 1 D Z 1 .Kb/; B 2 ; B 3 and B 4 be the six orientable and four non-orientable flat 3-manifold groups, respectively. (These are the torsion-free groups which are virtually Z 3 .)
Let q be the nilpotent group of class 2 with presentation hx; y; z j xz D zx; yz D zy; OEx; y D z q i;
for some q 1. We shall write instead of 1 . Two groups are commensurable if they have subgroups of finite index which are isomorphic.
Some elementary lemmas
The first lemma is straightforward. Lemma 1. Let be a PD 4 -group which is orientable over R, where R D Z or is a field, and such that . / D 0. Then
Proof. This follows from the standard estimate def. / Äˇ1. I R/ ˇ2. I R/, together with the equation . / D P 4 i D0 . 1/ iˇi . I R/ and Poincaré duality.
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of [6, Theorem 2.5].
Lemma 2. Let be a group with first L 2 -Betti numberˇ.
2/
1 . / D 0 and such that cd > 2. Then def. / Ä 0.
If is a finitely presentable group with def. / > 0, then every subgroup of finite index also has positive deficiency, by the multiplicativity of the Euler characteristic in finite covers. The corresponding result when def. / Ä 0 is somewhat weaker.
Lemma 3. If G is a finitely presentable group with def.G/ Ä 0 and H is a subgroup of finite index in G, then
Proof. Let X be the 2-complex associated to a presentation of G with optimal deficiency, and let X H be the covering space corresponding to H . Then
where K is a finitely presentable group. If K is s-generated, then is .s C 1/-generated and def. / def.K/ C 1 s.
Proof. We may obtain a presentation for from one for K by adjoining one more generator t and one more relation txt 1 D w x for each x in a set of generators of K. Hence can be generated by s C 1 elements and
There are examples with K D Z 3 and def. / D 0, which is greater than def.K/ C 1 s D 2. (See Section 3.4 below.) We do not know whether the above estimate is best possible when is a direct product K Z.
If D K Ì Z and R is a ring, then =K Š Z acts on H .KI R/ through conjugation in . The next lemma sharpens [6, part (2) 
by Poincaré duality and the Universal Coefficient spectral sequence. Finally, since H 2 . I Rƒ/ is cyclic as an Rƒ-module, so is H 1 .KI R/.
In particular, if K=K 0 is torsion free and A is the matrix of the action of a generator t of =K on K=K 0 with respect to some basis, then the "elementary" ideal E 1 .tI A/ in ƒ generated by the maximal proper minors of det.tI A/ must be the full ring. (There are subtler conditions that may obstruct cyclicity when this condition holds. See [7, Chapter 7] .) Lemma 6. Let K be torsion-free and virtually poly-Z of Hirsch length 3. Then K is 3-generated and def.K/ D 0.
Proof. Such a group is the fundamental group of a 3-manifold M with one of the geometries E 3 , Nil 3 or Sol 3 . Inspection of the ten flat 3-manifold groups shows that six are 2-generated, while Z 3 , G 2 , B 1 and B 3 each require three generators. If M is a Nil 3 -manifold then it is Seifert fibred, with base B one of the seven flat 2-orbifolds with no reflector curves (namely, T , Kb, P .2; 2/, S.2; 2; 2; 2/, S.2; 4; 4/, S.2; 3; 6/ and S.3; 3; 3/). The only case that requires any thought is when B D S.2; 2; 2; 2/, as otherwise orb .B/ is 2-generated. In the exceptional case K has a presentation
where˛; : : : ; ı are odd, and e C If M is a Sol 3 -manifold, then either it is a mapping torus and K Š Z 2 Ì Z or it is the union of two twisted I -bundles over Kb and K Š 1 .Kb/ Z 2 1 .Kb/. In each case K is 3-generated. Finally, every 3-manifold has a handle decomposition with equal numbers of 1-and 2-handles, and so K has a presentation of deficiency 0. This is best possible by Lemma 2, sinceˇ.
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An argument similar to the one used in the lemma shows that the fundamental groups of Nil 3 -manifolds with Seifert base P .2; 2/, S.2; 4; 4/, S.2; 3; 6/ or S.3; 3; 3/ are 2-generated. Seifert fibred 3-manifolds with base S.2; 2; 2; 2/ are also unions of two twisted I -bundles over Kb. If the base is T or Kb, then the group is 3-generated, with one exception in each case, when the Euler invariant of the fibration is˙1.
Deficiencies of 4-dimensional infrasolvmanifold groups
In this section we shall determine the range of possible deficiencies for the fundamental groups of 4-dimensional infrasolvmanifolds. These are torsion-free, virtually poly-Z groups of Hirsch length 4, and every such group arises in this way. There are six subsections. The first five correspond to the ranks of the abelianization, considered in descending order: 4; 3; 2; 1; 0. The final section gives some estimates for the deficiencies of higher dimensional poly-Z groups.
Let be a torsion-free, virtually poly-Z group of Hirsch length 4, and leť
Then is a PD 4 -group and . / D 0. Ifˇ> 0, then Š K Ì Z, where K is torsion-free and virtually poly-Z of Hirsch length 3. (Ifˇ> 1, the semidirect product structure is not unique.) Hence is 4-generated and we have def.K Ì Z/ 2, by Lemmas 4 and 6. In particular, this is so if is orientable, since . / D 0 and soˇ> 0, by [6, Lemma 3.14]. We shall see below (in Section 3.5) that is also 4-generated ifˇD 0.
Since cd D 4 and the L 2 -Betti numbersˇ.
2/
i . / are 0 (see [3] ), one has def. / Ä 0, by Lemma 2.
CaseˇD 4
There is only one such group, namely Š Z 4 , which has a presentation with four generators and six relations. Hence def.Z 4 / D 2, by Lemma 1.
CaseˇD 3
In this case def. / Ä 1, by Lemma 1, and has a normal subgroup with deficiency 1. Let K be the subgroup generated by ¹u; tut 1 ; vº. Then K Š Z 3 and is normal in , and Lemma 4 applies to show that def.B 2 Z/ D 1.
CaseˇD 2
In this case has a normal subgroup N Š Z 2 or 1 .Kb/ D Z Ì 1 Z and such that =N Š Z 2 . Thus these are the groups of bundles over the torus with fibre the torus or the Klein bottle. If N > 0 , then def. / Ä 1, by Lemma 1. If N Š Z 2 , then conjugation in induces a homomorphism from =N to Aut.N / Š GL.2; Z/. The image cannot be trivial, for otherwiseˇ> 2. Hence it is finite cyclic (of order 2, 3, 4 or 6), Z, .Z=2Z/ 2 or Z˚Z=2Z. In each of the latter two cases one summand is generated by I . (These observations follow easily from the fact that I generates the centre of SL.2; Z/, with quotient PSL.2; Z/ Š Z=2Z Z=3Z.) Hence Š K Ì Â Z, where K is virtually Z 3 , and has cyclic holonomy.
If =N acts on N through a cyclic group, then K Š Z 3 and so has a presentation
where A D . 
Similarly, if A is conjugate to
, which is 2-generated, and so def. 
/ has order 2, we may arrange that A is either . The options are more limited when N D 1 .Kb/, but we may now determine the deficiency completely. In this case has a presentation ht; u; x; y j OEt; u D x m y n ; txt
; where "; Á and ı are each˙1. Since OEt; u must commute with y, the exponent m is even, and soˇ1. I F 2 / 3. Hence def. / Ä 1. On replacing t and u by tg, uh for suitable g; h 2 hx; yi we may assume that ı D Á D 1 and that 0 Ä k;`Ä 1.
If k or`is 1, we may solve for y, and get a presentation of deficiency 1. For then the subgroup generated by ¹u; xº is normal in , and so ty D yt is a consequence of the first two relations. Hence def. / D 1.
If k D`D 0, then x also commutes with OEt; u, so n D 0. Henceˇ1. I F 2 / D 4, and so def. / D 2. 
CaseˇD 1

In this case there is a unique normal subgroup
Since G; H and K are torsion free and virtually poly-Z of Hirsch length 3, they each have deficiency 0, and can be generated by at most three elements, by Lemma 6. Hence is 4-generated.
Lemma 8. Let G be a torsion-free virtually poly-Z group of Hirsch length 3, and let K be a subgroup of index 2. Then G can be generated by three elements u; v; w such that u 2 ; v; w generate K.
Proof. If K is 2-generated, there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that either G maps onto Z, or that G maps onto D 1 . Thus G has a normal subgroup N such that G=N Š Z or D 1 . Since N has Hirsch length 2, it is either Z 2 or 1 .Kb/.
If K \ N has index 2 in N , the result follows from the corresponding result for groups of Hirsch length 2, i.e., that N can be generated by two elements x; y such that x 2 ; y generates K \ N . Thus we may assume that K \ N D N . If G=N Š Z, let t 2 G represent a generator of G=N . Then K=N is generated by t 2 and the result is clear. If G=N Š D 1 , let u; v 2 G represent generators of order 2 for G=N . Then both P D hN; ui and Q D hN; vi have Hirsch length 2, and G Š P N Q. We see easily that N can be generated by u 2 or v 2 and one other element. Considering the subgroups of index two in D 1 , we see that K=N is generated by either u and .uv/ 2 or v and .uv/ 2 . in the first two cases the result is clear. In the third case it is also clear, since G=N is generated by u and uv, and u 2 is a generator for N .
Using this lemma, we may obtain a presentation for by adjoining one generator u for G and three relations u 2 2 K, uvu 1 2 K and uwu 1 2 K to a presentation for H of deficiency 0. Hence def. / 2. There are four flat 4-manifold groups withˇD 0. Presentations for these groups are given in [6, Chapter 8, Section 4]. The presentation given for G 2 B 2 has deficiency 1. However, the final relation is redundant, and this group has a presentation
, and so def. / Ä 1 in each case, by Lemma 1. Hence the first two of these groups have deficiency 1. The presentation given for G 6 B 3 has deficiency 2, but we do not know whether this is optimal.
Let M be the Nil 3 -manifold with Seifert base S.2; 2; 2; 2/ and generalized Euler invariant 
Higher-dimensional case
In higher dimensions the situation is much less clear.
Let be a torsion free, virtually poly-Z group of Hirsch length n. If is in fact poly-Z, then it is n-generated, by Lemma 4. In general, is .g C 1/-generated if every finite quotient of is g-generated, and there are such groups which are not g-generated [9] .
Let be the preimage in of the torsion subgroup of = 0 , and let be the rank of =OE ; . Then Ä n ˇ. It follows from the five-term exact sequence of homology for as an extension of Zˇby thatˇ2. I Z/ 2 . Since def. / Äˇ ˇ2. I Z/, we have a universal upper bound def. / Ä n 2 ! :
2 c.) An easy induction using Lemma 4 shows that if is a poly-Z group, then it has a presentation with n generators and n 2 relations, and so n n 2
If D Z n , then these bounds agree, and so def.Z n / D n n 2 . Finitely generated torsion free nilpotent groups form an important special case. These are poly-Z groups. The relatively free nilpotent groups F .ˇ/=F .ˇ/ OEkC1 have natural presentations withˇgenerators and r kC1 .ˇ/ relations, where 
(This is a special case of Hopf's formula.) Hence these presentations are optimal. The Hirsch length of
We may assume thatˇ> 1. The leading term isˇk k , and jn.ˇ; k/j ˇk k j <ˇk 1 . Hence
(This estimate is less than n.ˇ; k/ 2 , for allˇÄ n.ˇ; k/ and k 1.) Among allˇ-generated nilpotent groups of nilpotency class k, the relatively free group has maximal Hirsch length and surely requires the fewest relations, and so this may be close to a universal upper bound for the deficiencies of such groups. When k Ä 2 and = 0 Š Zˇ, we can be more precise. IfˇÄ n Ä ˇC1 2 , then the torsion free quotients of the group F .ˇ/=F .ˇ/ OE3 by central subgroups C of rank ˇC1 2 n have Hirsch length n and presentations withˇgenerators and .
ˇC1 2
n/ Cˇ.n ˇ/ relations. (The first term corresponds to a basis for the kernel C , while the second reflects the fact that the commutator subgroup is central.) If is such a quotient of F .ˇ/=F .ˇ/ OE3 , then
and def.Z n / D n n 2 minimizes the lower bound. (Moreover, the lower bound is less than When C has a basis B consisting of commutators OEx i ; x j , where ¹x 1 ; : : : ; xˇº is a basis for F .ˇ/, the lower bound should be increased by the difference between the number of triples i < j < k with two of OEx i ; x j , OEx i ; x k , and OEx j ; x k in B and the number of such triples for which all three are in B. Can this correction be formulated in a manner independent of special bases? Is it the rank of the subspace of Massey triple products in H 2 . I Z/?
From another perspective, if G is a nilpotent group with a minimal generating set of g 3 elements, then def.G/ < g g 2 4 , by [10, Theorem 2.7] . (Lubotzsky's argument extends the Golod-Shafarevitch inequality to the pro-p completion of G, for suitable primes p.)
An example which is far from nilpotent is given by the group G with presentation
where n > 1, and w is a word in the conjugates t i xt i with
x by powers of t shows that t k xt k commutes with all its conjugates. It follows that G Š Z n 1 Ì T Z, where T is the companion matrix for a monic polynomial with constant term˙1. Thus G is a 2-generated poly-Z group of Hirsch length n, and def.G/ 2 b nC1 2 c. If w D 1 then G has a free abelian subgroup of rank n and index n 1, and so
by Lemma 3. Hence def.G/ Ä 2 n 2 . Since def.G/ is an integer, we see that the above presentation is optimal, and so def.G/ D 2 b nC1 2 c. We may summarize the limitations of our understanding of the general case of a torsion free, virtually poly-Z group of Hirsch length n, in the form of two questions:
(1) Is every such group n-generated?
(2) Does every such group satisfy n n 2
4 Abstract commensurators of poly-Z groups of Hirsch length 4
The abstract commensurator of a group G is Comm.G/, the group of equivalence classes of isomorphisms˛W H Š J between subgroups of finite index in G, where˛and˛0 are equivalent if they agree on some common subgroup of finite index, and the product of the equivalence classes of˛andˇis represented by the partially defined composite˛ıˇ. Conjugation in G determines a natural homomorphism W G ! Comm.G/, and Comm .G/ D ¹˛2 j c˛2 Comm.G/º, where c˛is conjugation by˛in .
If Every finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group is commensurable with a subgroup of the upper triangular matrix group U.n; Z/ (for n large enough). Conversely, every subgroup N of U.n; Z/ is a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. The corresponding subgroups N Q of SL.n; Q/ are the rational Mal'cev completions, and commensurable subgroups of U.n; Z/ have the same Mal'cev completion [12] . It is well known that
a simple extension of this result settles the nilpotent case.
Theorem 9. Let N be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. Then
Comm.N / Š Aut.N Q /:
Proof. We may assume that N Ä U.n; Z/ and that N=N 0 is torsion free (after passing to a subgroup of finite index, if necessary). Then N is generated by elements representing a basis for Proof. This is clear, since every subgroup of finite index in G contains another such subgroup which is normal in G.
Theorem 12. Let G be a finitely generated group. Then:
(1) K G 0 and K G = p K G are locally finite.
(2) If G has no nontrivial locally-finite normal subgroup, then K G is torsion-free abelian.
(3) If C G .H / is finite for all normal subgroups H of finite index in G, then K G and K aut .G/ are locally finite.
(4) If G has no infinite elementary amenable normal subgroup, then K G is the maximal finite normal subgroup of G, and Comm.G/ maps injectively to Comm.G=K G /.
